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Adaptive Full Aperture Wavefront Sensor Study

1.0 Introduction.

This final report describes the work performed by Georgia Tech Research Institute during the period

of I April 1995 to 31 August 1997, under Grant No. NAG8-1138. This grant and the work described was

in support of a Seven Segment Demonstrator (SSD) and review of wavefront sensing techniques proposed
by the Government and Contractors for the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) Program.

A team developed the SSD concept. The team involved personnel from NASA Marshall Space

Flight Center (MSFC), Naval Air Warfare Center-Weapons Division (NAWC-WPNS), SY Technologies
(SYT), Blue Line Engineering (BLE), and Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI). The Program Manager

for the effort was Mr. E. (Sandy) Montgomery at MSFC. For completeness, some of the information
included in this report has also been included in the final report of a follow-on contract (H-27657D) entitled

"Construction of Prototype Lightweight Mirrors".

The original purpose of this GTRI study was to investigate how various wavefront sensing

techniques might be most effectively employed with large (>10 meter) aperture space based telescopes used
for commercial and scientific purposes. However, due to changes in the scope of the work performed on

this grant and in light of the initial studies completed for the NGST program, only a portion of this report
addresses wavefront sensing techniques. The wavefront sensing techniques proposed by the Government
and Contractors for the NGST were summarized in proposals and briefing materials developed by three

study teams including NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, TRW, and Lockheed-Martin. In this report,
GTRI reviews these approaches and makes recommendations concerning the approaches.

The objectives of the SSD were to demonstrate functionality and performance of a seven segment
prototype array of hexagonal mirrors and supporting electromechanical components which address design

issues critical to space optics deployed in large space based telescopes for astronomy and for optics used in

spaced based optical communications systems. The SSD was intended to demonstrate technologies which

can support the following capabilities;

* Transportation in dense packaging to existing launcher payload envelopes, then deployable on

orbit to form a space telescope with large aperture.

• Provide very large (> 10 meters) primary reflectors of low mass and cost.
• Demonstrate the capability to form a segmented primary or quaternary mirror into a quasi-

continuous surface with individual subapertures phased so that near diffraction limited imaging in

the visible wavelength region is achieved.

• Continuous compensation of optical wavefront due to perturbations caused by imperfections,
natural disturbances, and equipment induced vibrations/deflections to provide near diffraction

limited imaging performance in the visible wavelength region.

• Demonstrate the feasibility of fabricating such systems with reduced mass and cost compared to

past approaches.

While the SSD could not be expected to satisfy all of the above capabilities, the intent was to start

identifying and understanding new technologies that might be applicable to these goals.

2.0 Scope of Work.

The original purpose of this GTRI study was to investigate how various wavefront sensing

techniques might be most effectively employed with large (>10 meter) aperture space based telescopes used
for commercial and scientific purposes and to develop risk-reduction prototypes, in selected areas, to

minimize development risks of future investigators. However, due to changes in the scope of the work

performed on this grant and in light of the initial studies completed for the NGST program, only a portion
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of this study addressed wavefront sensing techniques. The wavefront sensing techniques proposed by the

Government and Contractors for the NGST were summarized in proposals and briefing materials developed

by three study teams including NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, TRW, and Lockheed-Martin. In this
report, GTRI reviews these approaches and makes recommendations concerning the approaches.

The original statement of work for this contract is shown in Appendix A. Changes in the original

scope of work were made in consultation with the COTR (E. Montgomery) in an effort to meet the technical
goals of the SSD; schedule constraints presented by the program, and cost limitations of this grant. This

report describes the actual work completed on this grant.

3.0 SSD Top-Level Technology Demonstration Requirements.

The following list of top-level technology demonstration requirements was taken from the Seven

Segment Demonstrator Project Plan, Revision 2;

The goal of the SSC is to demonstrate:

• Phase locking of a segmented mirror surface.

• Compact (miniaturized) phase loop controller capable of continuous phasing mirrors at a
bandwidth in excess of 300 Hz.

• Compact (miniaturized) phase loop controller architecture expandable to many more segments
and a tip/tilt control loop for full aperture wavefront correction.

• Miniaturized, high accuracy, high dynamic range edge sensors.

• Miniaturized, high accuracy, high dynamic range, moderate bandwidth, and lightweight
actuators.

• Very lightweight mirror segments.

• Simple, reliable, robust construction and deployment methods and mechanisms.

• Stiff cluster baseplates for support of segmented mirror arrays.

The SSD component developments were treated as a precursor to constructing a much larger curved

aperture made up of many more segments.

The guidelines and assumptions developed to serve as hardware and software requirements for the
SSD were documented in the Seven Segment Demonstrator Project Plan, Revision 2. These requirements

are included in this report in Appendix B.

4.0 Magnetic Edge Sensor Development.

The mirrors in the SSD are used to form a quasi-continuous surface, with minimal wavefront

deviation. To make the seven smaller segments form a continuous surface like one large mirror; the edges

of the segments must match in tilt and piston (displacement). The relative position of the edges of the
hexagonal mirrors segments are measured using edge sensors and this relative position is used as feedback

for the servo control system. The edge sensors must have the following properties;

• Large positional dynamic range (+/- 200 lam or larger)
• Good resolution (<4 nm rms or less)

• Fairly low non-linearity ( 1% or less of range)

• Good frequency response (10 kHz or higher)

Magnetic position sensor developed by Kaman Aerospace on an Air Force program called PAMELA met
the above requirements, but were difficult and expensive to produce in large quantities. The SSD program

goal was to develop a magnetic sensor similar to the Kaman sensor, but less expensive.
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4.1 B.ackground.

Prior to GTRI joining the SSD development team, BLE and SYT developed a magnetic

position sensor concept to meet the requirements listed above. The original SSD edge sensor design

included two integrated circuit die, each one mounted on adjacent edges of a mirror as shown in

Figure 4.1-1.

0

Back of Mirror Back of Mirror

Back of Mirror Back of Mirror Back of Mirror

Back of Mirror Back of Mirror

Figure 4.1-1

PositionSensor _ _ PositionSensor
I_irrorSubstra,e _,l! MirrorSubstrate

• /'x /'x
Schematic of SSD showing position sensors on adjacent mirror edges.
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Asoriginallyenvisioned,eachedgesensor circuit had the identical layout, but were interconnected

differently depending on its use as a passive or active element. Each sensor pair has one passive coil pair

and one active coil pair. The sensor circuit, shown in Figure 4.1-2, contains (1) pads for connection of two

coils, (2) drive/oscillator circuitry, (3) and an array of electrical interconnect pads. In the original sensor
concept, two coils were to be attached to each circuit and the interconnect pads were to be configured using

external bond wires and flex circuitry as shown in Section 4.4.

Figure 4.1-2 Position sensor circuit.

4.2 CMOS Sensor Procurement.

The sensor circuit was designed by SYT and fabricated by the MOSIS Fabrication Service.

The circuits were fabricated with two circuits per die as shown in Figure 4.2-1.

Figure 4.2-1 Photograph of position sensor die showing two identical sensors on the same die.

4
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A total of 44 die (88 sensor circuits) were purchased by GTRI from the MOSIS Fabrication Service. GTRI

also had the task of dicing the die into two separate die, each containing one sensor circuit. The MOSIS

Fabrication Service is a service offered by the University of Southern California, acting through its
Information Sciences Institute, which provides a means of obtaining relatively low cost prototyping and

small volume production of custom and semi-custom VLSI circuits. Available processing include the
following technologies;

2.0 micron CMOS (Analog, NPN transistor, 2 Poly)

1.2 micron CMOS (Analog, NPN transistor, 2 Poly)
1.2 micron CMOS (Digital w/capacitor option)

0.8 micron CMOS (Digital)

0.5 micron CMOS (Digital)

0.8 micron GaAs (Digital).

MOSIS provides this service by combining designs from various users onto one mask set and then

contracting with major commercial IC vendors to fabricate the circuits. Once the wafers are fabricated,
MOSIS cuts the wafer into individual die and sends the die to the user or the individual chips can be

packaged (including wire bonding) by MOSIS in a number of standard commercial packages. The MOSIS
Service has a web site at www.isi.edu and can be reached by telephone at 310-822-1511.

4.3 Magnetic Coil Fabrication

The small coils to be used with the circuits were required to have more inductance than is

feasible with normal integrated circuit processing techniques so a special process was employed to fabricate

the coil pairs. The coils were produced by the North Carolina Micro-machining Center (NCMC), using the
LIGA process, The LIGA process is capable of producing miniature nickel coils that have a thickness-to-

width ratio of 4 or 5 to 1 with very straight walls. This allowed the small coils to have the inductance
necessary for this application. The LIGA coils are shown in Figure 4.3-1.

Figure 4.3-1 Photograph of small coils made with LIGA process.

The more traditional way of producing similar coils in the past was by actually winding the coils with
special wire on special bobbins. The previous technique was very labor intense, time consuming, and

produced low yields due to assembly problems.
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4.4 Flex Circuit and Edge Sensor Packaging Design

Several edge sensor packaging concepts were developed which used the position sensor dies,

LIGA coils, and flex-circuits provided by NASA Ames. One of the key components to all of the concepts
was the flex circuits used to interconnect the position sensors mounted on the edge of the mirrors with the

electronics used to control the mirror actuators. Several commercial companies were contacted to

determine the suitability of standard products, but all of the "off-the-shelf' products found were unsuitable
for this application and custom products were too expensive for our budget. Prior to GTRI's participation

in this program, SYT had discussed with NASA Langley Research Center the possibility of using a new

polyimide material they had developed called LaRC-SI. LaRC-SI is a polyimide type of material, which
can be laid down in very thin layers, which allows for a very flexible membrane with good electrical

properties. When GTRI joined the program and it became GTRI's responsibility to provide edge sensor

packaging designs, Nancy Holloway, at Langley Research Center, was contacted to further investigate how

various flex circuits might be developed.

Early flex circuit designs had eight traces, as shown in Figure 4.4-1, to accommodate all of the power

and signal connections required to operate the sensor circuit. Initial concepts used wire-bonding between
circuit pads on the silicon die to circuit pads on the polyimide flex circuits, as shown in Figure 4.4-2.

Figure 4.4-1 Early flex-circuit showing 8 traces

Wire bond pads on chip are .100mmsquare, on .200ramcenters
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0.400mm widetraces,on .800mm centers

0.200mm widetraces,on0.300mm centers

Figure 4.4-2 Early sensor-flexcircuit interconnect design
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For various reasons, these concepts proved to be too labor intense (expensive), too fragile, or required
special bonding equipment that was not standard in the industry. GTRI finally settled on the design shown

in Figures 4.4-3 and 4.4-4.

L_

Figure 4.4-3 Final sensor-flex circuit interconnect design

Laser drilled hole
• Silver palter, \

Figure 4.4-4 Photograph of final bonding technique.

This design is simple, robust (does not require fragile wire bonds), and allows a large number of prototype

packages to made fairly quickly using simple fixturing. Details of this packaging scheme are described in
the final report entitled "Construction of Prototype Lightweight Mirrors" on Contract H-27657D.
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5.0 Optical Position Sensors.

As a parallel risk reduction effort, optical position sensor concepts were considered. During this
short study a number of designs were identified through a literature search. The literature search provided

the following interesting concepts;

5.1 Young's Double Slit Interferometer.

A paper by C.W. Gillard, et al °)describes a form of Young's double slit interferometer using

an light emitting diode and white light source that allows measurement of (1) relative piston between two
mirror segments, (2) the gap between the segments, and (3) the relative tilt between the segments. The

technique is reported to give piston accuracy (rms) of 0.013/am, gap accuracy (rms) of 1.6 _am, and tilt

accuracy of 0.02 arc sec (110 mad). This approach uses a CCD array as a readout device. From a

packaging standpoint, one major advantage that this technique has is that all of the electronics are located
off the segments on the backup structure.

5.2 Laser Diode Optical Feedback Displacement Sensors.

Three papers were found that describe the use of external cavities with the Fabry-Perot cavities

of laser diodes to produce modulation of the laser diode output as a result of changes in the external cavity
position. The paper by J. Kato, et al _2_describes a technique that allows displacement measurement

accuracy of+/- 100 nm over a range of Imm Another paper by P. de Groot _3)describes a similar

experiment using external laser diode cavities to measure displacements of a piezo-electric driven mirror.
The third paper by J. Remo '') describes, in a more theoretical way, analysis of external cavity laser diode

based edge sensors. In this paper the external cavity is defined by a calibrated diffraction grating.

5.3 Integrated Optics Michelson Interferometer (IOMI).

Two papers by John Remo _3)describe the selection and use of externally coupled and internally

placed laser diodes in an integrated optics chip utilizing a Michelson interferometer design. The papers

specifically address the use of this type of integrated optic device for piston and tilt measurements of

segmented mirror reflectors for power beaming applications. The results indicate that the prototype "can
provide precise distance measurements from 20 nm to a few millimeters with a very small standard

deviation" (1.2-1.8 nm) and tilt measurements from 1 to about 100 micro-radians.

5.4 .Integrated-Optic Interferometer Position Sensor (IOPS).

This paper by Shogo Ura, et al _ describes an integrated optics device that includes two planar

interferometers, two photodetectors, an externally coupled laser diode, and three types of grating structures

to couple laser energy to an externally movable mirror and provide the reference beams for the
interferometer. The author reports a measurement resolution of about 10 nm can be achieved, provided a

stable laser wavelength. Mirror-to-sensor range of up to 15 cm provided high enough visibility to obtain the

10 nm resolution. The unique part of this device is the use of various grating structures in the design and of

course the large apparent dynamic range.

5.5 Absolute Displacement Sensor Using Moir6 Fringe Techniques.

This paper by Barry Jones and Graeme Philp _) describes a technique for using fiberoptics and
gratings to produce a displacement sensor based on Moir6 fringe effects. The heart of the system is a four

channel "interpolator" to measure the phase angle of the fringes. The prototype sensor described is usable

over a range of 100 urn, with a resolution on the order of 12 nm. The author also discusses a multi-

wavelength sensor using wavelength multiplexing to reduce the number of fiberoptics required to operate
the sensor.
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Duetoa lack of schedule time, none of the above optical techniques were pursued. However, the

area of optical position and tilt sensing may be a fruitful area to pursue in future studies. While many of the
optical position sensing techniques have been implemented in an integrated-optics format, the

implementations are still being developed and more devices need to be constructed and tested under
different environmental and operational conditions. Until more of the techniques are used in a systematic

testing program, their subtle faults will not be uncovered. In conclusion, the approach shows a lot of

promise, but needs a lot of work to understand where and how it might be successfully implemented.

6.0 Wavefront Sensing Techniques for the Next Generation Space Telescope.

As stated in section 2.0, Scope of Work, one of the tasks in the revised statement of work included a

review of wavefront measurement techniques that were proposed by the three NGST design teams. This

review is presented in report format in Appendix C.

The review, by Dr. Haken Urey, discusses the wavefront sensing techniques proposed by the

Goddard Space Flight Center team, the TRW led team, and the Lockheed-Martin led team. The report also
discusses the theory behind the proposed wavefront sensing techniques (with references) and offers
recommendations.

7.0 Conclusions.

7.1 Edge Sensors.

The initial packaging designs, which used wire bonds to electrically connect the full
complement of outputs/inputs from the silicon sensor circuit pads to the flex-circuit pads, suffered the

following problems;

• Assembly of the various components and wire bonds was too
labor intense, which would result in high assembly costs.

• The number of parts and assembly steps would require a great

deal of time to complete the assemblies.

• The wire bonds are very fragile and problematic during handling

and assembly of the sensors to the mirrors and during handling and

assembly of the mirror segments into the SSD.

• Using eight traces on the flex-circuit increased the stiffness of the
flex-circuit more than desired.

• Having most of the oscillator/drive circuitry for the coil on the
sensor die, produces heat at a location which is difficult to remove

except through heating of the mirror.

These potential problem areas, coupled with the fact that the sensor circuits did not operate

properly, led to a new design concept and implementation of the new concept in the follow-on contract

discussed previously in Section 1.0.

Several optical position sensing techniques seem to show promise in meeting the requirements
of edge sensing. However, until prototypes of these concepts are constructed and integrated into the

overall design of a mirror control system, it will be difficult to determine some of the subtle problems

associated with these new designs.

7.2 Wavefront Sensing for NGST.

Intensity-based wavefront sensing techniques (phase retrieval, phase diversity, prescription

retrieval, and curvature sensing) show potential without much additional cost. One of the primary
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advantagesof these techniques is that they can, to some degree, be adaptable to the level of correction

required. However, one of the big unknowns at this time, is how much data will be required for various

wavefront solutions, the bandwidth requirements, and where the calculations will be performed?

8.0 Recommendations.

8.1 Edge Sensors.

It is recommended that any edge sensing scheme, either magnetic or optical, should minimize

the amount of circuitry and heat generated on the mirror substrate. In addition, the mirror substrate and

sensor should be designed concurrently with the requirements of both being considered as an integrated
package.

While it appears that an optical sensing technique might have an advantage in meeting more of
the overall system requirements compared to the magnetic type of sensor, it is difficult to be certain without

additional prototyping and testing. It is therefore recommended that a promising optical position sensing

technique be developed that is consistent with the overall design requirements of the segments and that a
prototype of the sensor be designed, fabricated, integrated, and tested.

8.2 Wavefront Sensing for NGST.

All of the wavefront sensing techniques proposed by the NGST concept design study teams

have the possibility of meeting the speed, accuracy, and dynamic range requirements of NGST. Therefore,
it is important that the appropriate technique concentrate on meeting the other requirements of hardware and

software reliability, ease of alignment, spectral range, and development costs.

It is recommended that further trade studies be performed, concurrently with the telescope
design and operational scenarios, to further define how the proposed approaches compare. A down selection

should be made to the two best designs and these designs should be prototyped and tested. Extensive

testing should be carried out here on earth, but also in space.
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Appendix A: Statement of Work
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Statement of Work

for an

Adaptive Full Apern Wavcfront Sensor (AFAWS) Study

1.0

A program of technology development and advancement effortsis going on
under the joint sponsorshipof NASA and the US Navy to (I) retain leadership

in electro-optics,(2) perform applied optics for civilian,defense, and
commercial purposes, and (3) advance technologies that will drive major

civiliancommercial development opportunities. The name of the program is
National Advanced Optics Mission Initiative(NAOMI). One of NASA's

technology effons under the NAOMI program umbrella has as its goal to
produce a 12 meter aperture segmented primary mirror, simple Cassegrain,
optical ground-based telescope with adaptive compensation capabilities.
The telescope is named ATTILA for Advanced Technology Telescope, Integrated
Large Aperture.

One of the major subsystems of A'I'I'ILA is a wavefront sensor required to sense
the relative phase of the optical wavefront, so that the primary mirror can
correct for perturbations caused by all expected sources including surface
distonions due to inertialflexure and thermal changes. For the purpose of

this proposal the wavefront sensor is referred to as the Adaptive Full Aperture
Wavefront Sensor (AFAWS). The AFAWS samples the distorted full aperture
wavefront produced by the telescope optics, determines telescope segment
corrections required to produce a plane wavefront, and provides these
corrections to the ATTILA control system in a format most useful for overall
system performance. The AFAWS must interface optically, mechanically,
thermally, and electrically (power and signal) with the ATTILA system. This
interface must include any metrology elements needed for the system to meet
the overall system requirements. The AFAWS subsystem must also meet
schedule and cost objectives of the program.

This proposal describes a study to establish requirements and investigate
concepts for an Adaptive Full Aperture Wavefront Sensor (AFAWS). The intent
of the study is to validate an AFAWS concept that is fully scalable and that is

cost effective for a subsystem having 105 or more channels. The following

tasks are structured to begin immediately and conclude with the end of the
current phase I! program. This study shall provide the necessary foundation
to support a Phase B preliminary design review in the area of wavefront
sensing.



2.0

2.1

2.2

Georgia Tech ResearchInstitute personnel have the experience and
background to complete this proposed study in a manner that is beneficial to
MSFC. The Principal Investigator for this study, William Robinson, has 14
years experience at the National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO)
developing astronomical telescopes and instrumentation. Some of the
instrumentation developed by the Pl at NOAO was related to optical image
recording, with an interest in improving the optical wavefront of the system.
The PI also served as Technical Program manager for the sensor subsystem on
a joint Air Force/NASA program call Starlab. One of the objectives of the
spacebased Starlab mission was to implement wavefront sensing and
correction coupled with precision pointing and tracking experiments. The PI
also spent 4 years working on classified DoD adaptive optics programs as pan
of SDIO programs.

In addition to the background of the PI in adaptive optics, other GTRI
personnel that would participate in this study have been involved with the
developement of high speed, low noise CCD cameras for wavefront sensors.
GTRI has developed the fastest, lowest noise CCD camera for astronomical
wavefront sensing that is presently available. This camera would be a major
component for any type of wavcfront sensing architecture. In addition to the
development of this CCD camera based on CCDs developed by Lincoln Labs, GTRI
has development contracts which involve the development of high speed CCD
detectors for the high definition TV market and has access to other high speed
CCD detectors being produced by Air Force Phillips Lab for wavefront sensing,
when they become available.

GTRI has unique capabilities to produce designs and prototype electro-optical
components taking advantage of the personnel and facilities of the
Microelectronic Research Center, micro-machine manufacturing facilities,
multi-chip module fabrication capabilities, and optical test instrumentation
including a Wyko test interferometer. The experienced personnel and related
facilities available at Georgia Tech are uniquely applicable to the goals of this
study and objectives of MSFC.

Tasks

The following tasks define the work breakdown structure for this study and
are intended to be completed as pan of the Statement of Work for the study.

Requirements definition

Define top-level system wavefront sensing requirements in terms of
performance, operational, physical, and environmental parameters. Flow the
top-level system wavefront sensing requirements down to AFAWS design
requirements. This task will be accomplished with heavy interaction between
GTRI and NASA personnel.

AFAWS Concept Design Development

2.2.1 Identify various optional approaches and develop top-level design
configurations for implementation of each approach.



2.3

2.4

2.2.2 Analyze compliance of each design configuration with performance,
operational, physical, and environmental requirements.

2.2.3 Identify the risks (performance, operational, physical, environmental,
schedule, cost) with each concept.

2.2.4 Determine the most promising concept design(s).

Risk Reduction Prototype Hardware Development

Identify and produce prototype hardware to support risk reduction
activities of future development. The detail prototyping objectives of this task
will be defined by task 2.2.4 and with heavy interaction between GTRI and
NASA personnel.

Final Report

Prepare and present a final report that describes the results of the study.
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Revision2

DRAFT

ULTIMA

(Ultra Lightweight Telescope, Integrated Missions for Astronomy)

Segmented Corrector Research

Seven Segment Demonstrator

Project Plan

May 27, 1996



1.0 Introduction and Background

After a visitto PAMELA (Phased Array Mirror, Extendible Large Aperture) telescope demonstrator in

the fallof 1994, the NASA administrator directed that the program emphasis be concentrated on

space-based telescopes,and that applicationsin space-based astronomy be pursued with increased

vigor. A scienceteam was formed by the University ofCalifornia,Berkeley, Space Science Laboratory

proposed to the NASA Headquarters' Office of Space Sciences the development of an ISSA-based

optical observatory using PAMELA derived technology. Although unsuccessful, a core group of

proponents have coalesced to continue promoting the effort.Other involved partiesinclude the Space

Telescope Science Institute,the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Langley Research Center, and severalother

universitiesand contractors.On March 23, 1995, the NASA associateadministrator for the Office of

Space Access and Technology directed the evolution of the technology from the laboratory to a space

system. The Advanced Concepts Officewas tasked with an effortfocused toward defining a near term

demonstration in space of the key technologies.A development plan was derived encompassing thin

membrane mirrors as well as adaptive segmented mirror technologies.A strawman goal of a 20 meter

filledaperture at the Earth-Sun LI point was chosen as the strawman configuration for the ULTIMA

(UltraLightweight, IntegratedMissions for Astronomy.

Coincidentally, The Office of Space Science at NASA Headquarters began studying a potential follow-

on to the Hubble Space Telescope. Eventually this effort was combined with a space interferometry
program into the Origins Program. The HST follow-on is being called the Next Generation Space

Telescope (NGST) and is initially conceived as an 8 meter filled aperture also operating at the Earth-

Sun L1 point.

The following plan describes how OSAT-funded FY95 research efforts, SBIR projects, and MSFC

discretionary funds are being combined in a project to make the next step in the maturation of active

segmented space mirror technology whcih could be of benefit to ULTIMA, NGST, and other NASA
advanced optics programs. The name chosen for this effort is the Seven Segment Demonstrator (SSD)

project



2.0 Objectives, Requirements, and Scope

2.1 Management Objectives

The management objectives for the Seven Segment Demonstrator program are to demonstrate

functionality and performance of a seven segment prototype array of hexagonal mirrors and supporting
electromechanical equipment which addresses design issues critical to a space telescope.

2.2Technology Requirements

The SSD will demonstrate technologies which will support these system capabilities:

(I) to be transported in dense package to fitexisting launcher payload envelopes, then

construct/deploy to form space telescopeswith largeapertures,

(2) to continually compensate for image distortions due to imperfections, natural disturbances,

and equipment induced vibrations/deflections,

(3) to provide very large primary reflectors of low mass and cost.

(4) to develop the capability to correct spatial and temporal distortions typical of those

arising from ambient space environments and from on-board system operations sufficiently to

provide near diffraction limited performance,

(5) to demonstrate the ability to form a segmented primary or quaternary mirror into a quasi-

continuous surface with individual subapertures phased so that near diffraction limited

performance is achieved, and

(6) to demonstrate the feasibility of fabricating such systems with reduced mass and cost over

alternate technologies.

The SSD program draws its resources from various sources and through various contract vehicles as

show in Figure 1. The project is enabled because MSFC is the lead center for all the constituent efforts

(except the uncompensated contributions).
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Figure 1. ULTIMA Project Team

2.2 Scope

The scope of the seven segment demo program spans concept development, prototype design, build,

integrate, test,and demonstrate. Components of the seven segment demo axe a precursor to constructing a

much larger curved aperture made up of many more segments. It should demonstrate relevant

technologies in:

(1) Phase locking of a segmented mirror surface,

(2)A compact phase loopcontrollercapableofcontinuouslyphasingmirrorsatabandwidth in
excessof 300 Hz,

(3) A compact controller directly expandable to incorporate many more segments and a tip/tilt

control loop for full wavetront correction,

(4) Miniaturized, highly accurate edge sensors,

(5) Miniaturized, highly accurate, lightweight actuators,

(6) Very lightweight mirror faceplates,



(7)Easy,reliable,robustconstruction/deploymentmethods and mechanisms,and

(8)Clusterbase forthe array.

2.3Guidelines/Assumptions

The followingsetofguidelineshave been establishedtoprovideadditionalfocustotheeffort

(I)The demonstratorwillbe designedformonochromatic operationat632rim,butis

demonstratingatechnologypathtowavelengthsintherange of500 nm<_.<10 tLm,

(2)The main demonstrationwillbe tosettheSSD on a table,initiaH_,ethemirrorsegments to

an out-of-phaseand unalignedcondition,thenthenbringthefiatmirrorsurfaceintoa

co-linear,phased condition,and thenmaintainthatconditioninthe presenceof

disturbancesprovidedby pickingup thearrayand moving ittoseveralorientations

with respecttothelocalverticaland carefullystrikingthe SSD to simulateimpulsive
disturbances.

(3)The primary mirrorarrayand segment surfacefigureswillbe flat.

(4)The inter-segmentgap spacingwillbe lessthan2% oftheaperture,

(5)The regularhexagonalsegment sizewillbe 7 cm fiattoflat,

(6)The demonstratorwilloperateon IIOV AC

(7)SSD Hardware and softwarewilldeliverablepropertytoMSFC. Deliverables
willbe shipped to:

TransportationOfficer,Building4471

NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration

George C. MarshallSpace FlightCenter

MarshallSpace FlightCenter,AL 35812

(8)There willbe eightsegments developedfortheprimarymirror.There arraywillconsistof

one centersegment plusthefirstringofsixsegments.The eighthsegment isa fully

completed spare.One segment tobe locatedinthecenterofthearraywillhave a
circularholein then'dddle.

(9)A shortassessmentstudywilldeterminetheoptimum choicebetween testingan advanced
algorithmcontrollerwith thesevensegment arrayora many segment simulator.Until

theresultsareavailable,thebaselinecontrolalgorithn_forthe seven segment array
willbe simplenearestneighbor.Controllerelectronicswillbe miniaturizedtothe

largestextentpossible

(10)Edge sensor,actuator,and otherdatahandlingelectronicswillbe miniaturized.
(11)A "notebook"computer willserveasthetop levelhost.

(12)The baselineedge sensortechnologywillbe theinductivedevicedeveloped or/ginally

under SBIR by Kaman/Blue Line/SY Technology and latelyimproved by SY

Technology. The fallback positionisa simplecapacitivegauge
mounted beneath thefaceplate.

(13)A preliminarylayoutdiagram forthetestset-upisshown infigure2.

(14)Itisdesiredto(A)retaindesignfeaturesforsegment phasing,deployment mechanisms, fit,

form,and function,ofkey optical,,and electroniccomponents while(B)accepting
designsimplificationsinplaceofhighlypolishedmirrors,esotericmaterials,NGST

opticalprescription,thermalmanagement, plasma charging,and bus voltageinorderto

.accomplishtheprojecton timeinbudget.
(15) Bandwidth of Controller will be 300 Hz.

(16) Edge sensor and, if possible, actuator electronics reduced to application specific integrated
circuits(ASICs).
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3.0 Responsibilities and Interfaces

Roles and responsibilitiesand a discussion of the major interfacesisprovided under bold heading for

each participantin the team: MSFC, Blue Line Engineering, USNAWC, GTRI, and SY Technology. In

addition, Dr. Glenn Zeiders and Dr. Harold Bennett willbe working as general trouble-shooters and

consultants for the project.Figure 3 illustratesthose relationships.

Marshall Space Flight Center

At MSFC, Sandy Montgomery willbe the projectmanager. He can be reached at(205)544-1767. His fax

number is (205) 544-5861. Henry Waites isthe principleinvestigatorover the PAMELA testbed.His

phone number is(205)544-1767.His fax number is(205)544-5416.

3.1 Pro.iect Management

The lead organization for the Seven Segment Demonstrator Project will be Marshall Space Flight

Center. Contracted activitiesof the projectteam member organizations will be through MSFC and the

COTR for those activitiesisSandy Montgomery. Periodic reviews to NASA headquarters and MSFC

management willbe given by MSFC tothe management tominimize overhead in the project.

As a minimum, MSFC will provide an optical bench in a clean stable environment, access to 110V power,
and other basic amenities in support of configuring a test set-up. Subject to avaflabihty, MSFC will

provide the WYCO 6000 interferometer, LCR meters, auxiliary cameras/monitors, and other auxiliary
electrical, optical, and mechanical supporting hardware. MSFC will review the test procedures

provided by Blue Line and identify the availability of test-specific government furnished equipment.
MSFC will provide one man-level of support to Blue Line for two weeks to configure the SSD in the

testbedand run tests.Data resultswillbe analyzed by MSFC and Blue Line.

3.2.4.5 Demonstrations

MSFC will be responsible for developing and providing demonstration briefing materials. MSFC will

organize, participate in, and possibly be the sole conductor of potential demonstrations at sites
including MSFC, NASA headquarters, GSFC, JPL, and technical conferences and symposia in the United
States.
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Blue Line En_neering

As shown infigure3, BlueLineEngineeringisresponsibleforthebulkoftheactivity.A major portionof

theresourcesfortheactivityareavailableas a resultof Blue Line'sPhase IfSBIR program todevelop

a seven segment demonstrator of 3 cm flat-to-flatsize. The SSD elements are "earlyprototypes"

toward the SBIR product.Because of thiscondition,intellectualpropertyrightsto the SSD segments

are the same as forthe thoseSBIR segments and must be accordinglyprotectedby the government.

Other privately-ownedbusinessmembers oftheSSD team willbe expectedtoexecuteNon-disclosure

agreements with Blue Line.Thissituationdoes not supersedethe"intellectualpropertyrightsto the

inductivesensor technologycurrentlyaddressed in agreements between Kaman, Blue Line,and SY

Technology.

Greg Ames isthe leadengineerand projectmanager atBlueLine.He can be reachedat (719)
447-1373.His faxnumber is(719)389-0631.Specificresponsibilitiesinclude:

3.2.1 Sem'nent Assemblies

Blue Line willbe responsibleforthe leadengineerfunctionover all3.2.4.Xactivities.Technicaland

programmatic issueswill be identifiedand reported in a timely manner to NASA. Summary

assessmentswillbe givenatthe designreviews.

3_2.1.1 Faceplates

Blue Line will be responsible for deriving design specifications and delivering them to USNAWC for
the eight faceplates.

Blue Line will be responsible for design, fabrication, test and assembly of 21 flexures for the primary, 3
flexures for the spare mirror segment, and 3 spares for a total of 27 flexures.

BlueLinewillbe responsiblefordesign,fabrication,testand assembly of21 actuatorsfortheprimary,3

actuatorsforthesparemirrorsegment,and 3 sparesfora totalof27 actuators.

3.2.1.4 Edge Sensors

Blue Line willassistin thedevelopment by providingdesignreview comments on the miniaturized

inductiveedge sensorsto GTRI and SY Technology. Blue Line developed alternateedge sensor

technologieswillbe incorporatedintothedemonstrator(by Blue Line)atthe discretionofBlue Line,
i.e.no requirementislevied.

3.2.1.5 Integration & Test

Blue Line w/I] be responsible for providing design coordination information during early stages of the
program. Blue Line will receive and inspect edge sensor assemblies from SY Technology and finished
and coated mirror faceplates from USNAWC. Blue Line will develop segment assembly procedures and
tooling, Blue Line will plan, integrate, and execute appropriate functional tests for the segment
assemblies. Blue Line will deliver segment assemblies for integration to the cluster assembly (3.2.2.5
below).



3.2.2 Lead Engineer for Cluster Assembly

Blue Line will be responsible for the lead engineer function over all 3.2.2.X activities. Technical and

programmatic issues will be identified and reported in a timely manner to NASA. Summary

assessments will be given at the design reviews.

_Z23._tna._L_

Blue Line will be .responsiblefor design, fabrication,testand assembly of the supporting structural

element for the seven primary mirror segment assemblies(3.2.1.5).As much as possible, the cluster

assembly should demonstrate desirable features of robust deploy,ability,lightweighting, and low

temperature operation.

3.2.2.2 Controller (H/W & S/W)

Blue Line will be responsible for developing the design of the centralcomputational engine for the

segment control algorithm and data management needed to receiveerror signalsfrom (the wavefront

errorsensor system ifone existedand) the segment edge sensors,interpretthem and use the information

to set piston commands for the segment actuators in a closed loop control system such that the array

mirrors willbe positioned toachieve the specifiedWFE and bandwidth. Blue Line will be responsible

for the design, fabrication,testand assembly of the appropriate cluster-levelhardware and software

in this task.

Blue Line will be responsible for providing to GTRI the cluster-side interface definition necessary for

GTRI to develop the cluster assembly-to-edge senor electronics power and data interface hardware.

3.2.2.3 Actuator Electronics

Blue Line will be responsible for design, fabrication ,test and assembly of 21 sets of actuator drive

electronics for the primary, 3 sets for the spare mirror segment, and 3 spares sets for a total of 27 sets of

actuator drive electronics. Reduction in size of the electronics will be a important design feature.

Applications specific integrated circuits will be used wherever possible. Blue Line will trade-off

locating the circuits on the segment or cluster assemblies, then implement the preferred approach.

3.2.2.4 Edge Sensor Electronics

Blue Line willbe responsible for defining the optimum locationand orientationof the edge sensors.SY

Technology in conjunction with GTRI willdevelop the mounting and power and data interfacesfor the

edge sensor ASICs developed in conjunction with SY technology as part of an SBIR for NASA. IfBlue

Line develops alternateedge sensor technologies to be incorporated into the demonstrator, Blue Line

will be responsible for design,fabrication,testand assembly of the appropriate number of primary and

spare setsofedge sensor electronics.

3.2.2.5 Integration & Test

Blue Line willbe responsible for providing design coordination information during early stages of the

program. Blue Line will be in possession of the segment assemblies from 3.2.1above, as well as the ..

structure (3.2.2.1),clustercontroller(3.2.2.2),actuator electronics(3.2.2.5),and possibly some Blue Line

edge sensor components (3.2.2.4).Blue Line willdevelop clusterassembly procedures and tooling,Blue

Line will plan, integrate,and execute appropriate functional testsfor the clusterassembly. Blue Line

willdeliver the clusterassembly for system integration(3.2.4.3below).
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3.2.3 Workstation

Blue Linewillbe responsibleforthe leadengineerfunctionover all3.2.3.Xactivities.Technicaland

programmatic issueswillbe identifiedand reported in a timely manner to NASA. Summary
assessmentswillbe givenatthe designreviews.

3.2.3.1 Portable Computer

Blue Line willbe .responsiblefordevelopingthe design of the centralcomputational engine forthe
segment controlalgorithmand datamanagement needed toreceiveerrorsignalsfrom (thewavefront

error sensor system if one existed and) the segment edge sensors, intel-pret them and use the information
to set piston commands for the segment actuators in a dosed loop control system such that the array
mirrors will be positioned to achieve the specified WFE and bandwidth. Blue Line will be responsible
for the design, fabrication, test and assembly of the appropriate workstation-level hardware in this
task.

A goal for this effort is for implementation in a single notebook-size computer.

3.2.3.2 Control Software

Blue Line willbe responsiblefordevelopingthe designof the centralcomputationalengine forthe

segment controlalgorithmand datamanagement needed toreceiveerrorsignalsfrom (thewavefront

errorsensorsystemLfone existedand)thesegment edge sensors,interpretthem and use theinformation
tosetpistoncommands forthe segment actuatorsin a closedloop controlsystem such thatthearray

mirrorswillbe positionedtoachievethespecifiedWFE and bandwidth. Blue Line willbe responsible

forthe design,fabrication,testand assembly of the appropriateworkstation-levelsoftware in this
task.

A goal for this effort is for implementation in a single notebook-size computer.

3.2.3.3 E)evelopment Software

Blue Line will develop the necessary software tools required to accomplish tasks 3.3.3.2,4, and 5 for the
workstation and 3.2.2.2 for the cluster level controller.

3.2.3.4 Interface Software

Blue Line will be responsible for the development of user interface and telemetry software.

3.2.3.5_te_Lrration& Test

Blue Line will be responsible for providing design coordination information during early stages of the
program. Blue Line will be in possession of the duster controller from 3.2.2.2, the workstation hardware
from 3.2.3.1, the control software from 3.3.3.2 and the interface software from 3.2.3.4 and using the

development software as needed, will develop workstation assembly procedures and tooling, Blue Line
will integrate the workstation, and plan and execute appropriate functional tests for the workstation.
Blue Line will deliver the workstation for system integration (3.2.4.3 below).

3,2.4Integration.Test.& Demonstration

Blue Line willbe responsibleforthe leadengineerfunctionover all3.2.4.Xactivities.Technicaland

programmatic issueswillbe ident/fiedand reported in a timely manner to NASA. Summary

assessmentswillbe givenatthedesignreviews.

II



3.2.4.1 Confie'uration Control

Blue Line will be responsible for developing and maintaining a single, simple configuration

management document. It will serve as the project definition of requirements specifications, and

interface definitions. MSFC will provide distribution of periodic revisions.

3,2.4.2Demonstration Auxiliary Eouioment

Blue Line will be.responsible for identifying,acquiring, and providing illumination sources, power

supplies,cabling,reticles,pointing mounts, deployment drives and mechanisms, and any hardware or

software item not included elsewhere, but required in support of a quality demonstration of the seven

segment demonstrator. Blue line will also develop rugged, reusable containers transporting the

demonstrator system between sights.The firstuse of the containers will be for deliver to MSFC of the

integrated system for testing.

3.2.4.3 System Integration

Blue Line will be responsible for providing design coordination information during early stages of the

program. Blue Line will be in possession of the cluster assembly from 3.2.2.5, the workstation from

3.2.3.5, and the demonstration auxiliary equipment from 3.2.4.2. Blue Line will develop system

integration procedures and tooling, Blue Line will deliver the integrated system for test (3.2.4.4 below).

Blue Line will be responsible for developing and providing specialized system performance test

equipment and procedures and conducting the tests.MSFC willprovide the PAMELA testbedas needed

to support the tests.The appropriate integration/check-out tests(3.2.4.3)will be made at Blue Line

then shipped in a rugged container (3.2.4.2)to MSFC. Blue Line then will work with MSFC for two

weeks configure the array in the PAMELA testbed and run tests.Data resultswillbe analyzed by Blue
Line and NASA.

3.2.4.5 Demonstrations

tSlueLine willbe responsiblefordeveloping, and providing demonstration briefingmaterials.As faras

possible,Blue Line willparticipatein and possibly be the sole conductor of potentialdemonstrations at

sitesincluding MSFC, NASA headquarters, GSFC, JPL, and technicalconferences and symposia in the
United States.

US Naval Air Warfare Center

At USNAWC, Don Decker willbe the lead engineer and projectmanager. He can be reached at (619)

939-3247.His fax number is(619)939-6593.

3.2.1.1 Hexagonal Mirror Fabrication

Blue Line Engineering will provide to USNAWC basic design specificationsfor the hexagonal mirror

faceplates.USNAWC will receiverequirements for feedthrough or attachpoint accommodations in the

faceplate from SY Technology and be responsible for incorporating appropriate features in the

laceplate design. USNAWC will be responsible for interfacing with Blue Line Engineering to

incorporate interfacedesign featuresfor the actuator flexures.USNAWC will be responsible for design,

fabrication,coating, finishing,and assembly(if required) of eight faceplates. The eight faceplates

wil! include six outer ring segments, one inner ring segment, and one spare for an outer ring segment.

USNAWC is responsible for fabricating the central segment with the required central hole.

12



3,2.1,5 Integration & Test

USNAWC will be responsible for testing the completed mirror segments to determine optical figure
quality. The faceplates will be non-destructively marked as an identification key for the test results.

The test result will be published and provided to Blue Line Engineering and MSFC. USNAWC will be

responsible for packaging and delivering the eight completed faceplates to Blue Line for integration

with the other segment assembly components.

3.2.4.5 Demonstratiolas

USNAWC will be responsible for developing and providing demohstration briefing materials. As far

as possible, USNAWC will participate in potential demonstrations at sites including MSFC, NASA
headquarters, GSFC, JPL, and technical conferences and symposia in the United States.

Georgia Tech Research Institute

At GTRI, Bill Robinson will be the lead engineer and project manager. He can be reached at (404) 894-

3646. His fax number is (404) 894-5073.

3.2.1.1 Faceolates

GTRI Line wig be responsible for design, fabrication, and test of power and data interfaces between the

edge sensor/edge sensor electronics package and the cluster assembly. GTRI will work with SY

Technology to determine the sensor-side interfaces and Blue Line Engineering and USNAWC to develop
the segment and cluster-side interfaces. GTRI will deliver to SY Technology the interface hardware for

integration with other edge sensor components by SY Technology.

3.2.2.4 Edge Sensor Electronics

GTILI will be responsible for fabricating edge sensor electronics ASIC per the instructions provided by

SY Technology. GTR/will deliver the AS/CS to SY Technology for integration with the LIGA co/is and

other edge sensor components.

3.2.4.5 Demonstrations

GTRI will be responsible for developing and providing demonstration briefing materials. As far as

possible, GTRI will participate in potential demonstrations at sites including MSFC, NASA

headquarters, GSFC, JPL, and technical conferences and symposia in the United States.

 tLTaghaglg 

At SY Technology, Rod Clark will be the project manager. He can be reached at (205) 544-1767. His fax

number is (205) 544-5861. John Karpinsky will be the lead engineer. He can be reached at (205) 722.9095.
Their fax number is (205) 722-9097.

3.2.1.1 Faceplates

GTRJ Line wi]! be responsible for design, fabrication, and test of power and data interfaces between the ..

edge sensor/edge sensor electronics package and the cluster assembly. SY Technology will be responsible
for providing to GTPd a definition of the sensor-side interfaces. Blue Line will be responsible for

providing the cluster assembly-side power and data interfaces. SY Technology will be responsible for

providing to USNAWC requirements for feedthrough or attach point accommodations in the faceplate.

3.2.1.4 Edge Sensors
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SY Technology will design,fabricate,andtestprimary and spare LIGA fabricatedinductor coilsfor the

edge sensorassemblies

3.2.2.4 Edge Sensor Electronics

SY Technology willdesign,fabricate,and testprimary and spare eclgesensor electronicsASICs.

3.2.1.5 Integration & Test

SY Technology will be responsible for integratingthe edge sensors"(3.2.1.4),the GTRl-provided edge

sensor electronicsASICs(3.2.2.4)and the GTRI-provided power and data interfacehardware (3.2.1.1)

and testingthe completed edge sensor assemblies.The edge sensors willbe non-destructively marked as

an identificationkey for the testresults.The testresultswill be published and provided to Blue Line

Engineering and MSFC. SY Technology willbe responsiblefor packaging and delivering the completed

sensor assemblies toBlue Line forintegrationwith the other segment assembly components.

3.2.4.5 Demonstrations

SY Technology will be responsible for developing and providing demonstration briefing materials. As
far as possible, SY Technology will participate in potential demonstrations at sites including MSFC,

NASA headquarters, GSFC, JPL, and technical conferences and symposia in the United States.

o
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4.0 Programmatics and Schedule

4.1 Project Approach

The FY95 effort (which will actually occur in FY96) prepares for the fabrication of a several hundred

segment, half-meter ground telescope next year, by pioneering the design with a seven segment bench

demonstrator array this year. A classic design review process will be pursued which has four major
milestones: ,

Requirements Review - Assess completeness of project level & system requirements, assignment of roles

and responsibilities, and organizational commitments. The publication of this document will

serve in place of the requirements review.

Preliminary Design Review- held to demonstrate preliminary designs meet system requirements, all

interfaces and verification methodologies are iden_ied. Successful completion of PDR will

result in approval of configuration item specifications, release of the preliminary design

drawings, and serve as prerequisite to proceeding with detailed design.

Critical Design Review - all technical problems and design anomalies must be resolved without

comprising system performance, reliability, and safety before CDR. Successful completion will

result in the release of approved drawings for fabrication, approval of manufacturing plan,

test plan and procedures, and permission to proceed with the software coding and system

qualification testing and integration.

System Test- Conduct of planned test program. Successful completion will result in the publication of a

system description and performance assessment briefing materials.
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Although some subsystems and components will have a unique development path, the development of

the overall project shall proceed along the toliowing

Milestone Schedule

Wednesday 1111/95

Monday 516196

Thursday 5/9/96

Thursday 5/23/96

Monday 5/30/96

Thursday 6/6/96

Tuesday 6/14/96

Thursday 6/20196

Holiday 7/4/96

Thursday 7/11/96

Thursday 7/25/96

Thursday 818/96

Thursday 8122/96

Thursday 9/5/96

Monday 9/13/96

Thursday 9119196

Thursday 10/3/96

Friday 1014196

Friday 10/4/96

Tuesday 10110/96

Friday 10/11/96

Thursday 1 {3/17/96

Friday 10/18/96

Monday 10/25/96

Monday 10/25/96

Thursday 10/31/96

Thursday 11/7/96

Monday 11/13/96

Monday 11/13/96

Thursday 11/14/96

Monday 11/28196

Thursday 11/28/96

Monday 12112/96

Wednesday 12/19/96

Start Trade studies derive system concepts/requirements

Requirements Review (RR)

Regular Telecon

Regular Telecon

Preliminary Design Review (PDR) - 2 days(30&31)

Regular Telecon

Release PDR Drawings. Begin working toward CDR

Regular Telecon

4th of July - no telecon

Regular Telecon

Regular Telecon

Critical Design Review (CDR) - 2 days(g&9)

Regular Telecon

Regular Telecon

Release Final Drawings. Begin Fabrication.

Regular Telecon

Regular Telecon

Faceplates Shipped to Blue Line

segment assembly fixtures and flexures ready

Flexures + actuators bonded to face plate

Edge Sensor Assemblies shipped to Blue Line

Regular Telecon

cluster parts available:controller, structure, act. electronics, etc.

Complete Segment Assemblies/Check-out

Begin cluster assembly

Regular Telecon

Aux. Dcmo components available

Complete Cluster assembly/check-out

Begin system integration

Regular Teleeon

System Integrated. Begin preparing briefings. Ship

Regular Telecon

System Tests complete

First Demonstration at NASA Headquarters

to MSFC

4.2 Meetings and Workshops

Regular meetings and workshops will be conducted as needed to effectively administer the

program, to encourage technical interchange among the participants, and to reach and inform

potential suppJiers/manulacturers segments. To the largest extent feasible, this will be done by
teleconlerence and videoconference to reduce costs. Key individuals will be expected to travel

to MSFC for presenting their respective portions of the Major reviews.
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4.4 Schedule

Activities will begin ASAP and proceed at least thru the end of calendar year 1996 with

expectation for some more demonstrations in 1996 or the duration of the contracts whichever
comes first.

4.5 Ratification

Since this exercise in its entirety is not the subject of contractual agreements between the parties
and/or the government, the responsibilities listed above do not represent legal obligations. In

some areas of the endeaveor, there are contracts in place which are l_gaUy binding. In such
cases this document in no way supersedes those contracts.

The purpose of the following signaturesistoindicatethe undersigned (I)are informed on the

basic nature of the project,(2)willaccept the structure of the team and organization of the

work, and (3) are committed toachieving the statedgoals by making use ofwhatever

reasonable and availableresourcescan be brought tobear.

Edward E. Montgomery

Space Science & Applications Systems Office

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Don L. Decker

Head, Advanced Optical Technology Section
US Naval Air Warfare Center

Gregory H. Ames
CEO, President

Blue Line Engineering Co.

William G. Robinson

Senior Research Scientist, Electro-optics Lab

Georgia Tech Research Institute

Rod L. Clark

Director of Wave Optics

SY Technology, Inc.

Glenn W. Zeiders

President

Sirius Group

Harold E. Bennett

President

Bennett Optical Research
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1. Introduction

The Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) is a critical component of NASA's

Origins Program. NGST study objectives are to demonstrate the feasibility of a telescope

of aperture greater than 4m, radiatively cooled to 30-60 deg.K, permitting extremely deep

exposures at near infrared wavelengths of 1 to 5 microns (goal of 0.5 to 20 microns) for a

construction cost of $0.5 billion with a 10 year life. A key requirement is to break the

Hubble-Space-Telescope (lIST) cost paradigm through the use of new technology and

management methods. The NGST is expected to surpass the capabilities of HST and

ground based instruments by orders of magnitude. It will provide a large aperture with

diffraction-limited imaging over a large field of view and a wide wavelength range.!

GSFC, TRW, and Lockheed-Martin led study teams presented their results to the GSFC

management during a series of meetings in August 19-21, 1996 and September 26-

27.2'3'4'5 Each of the three study teams has agreed that NGST can be built with the given

requirements.

Table 1 summarizes the optics specifications and the baseline approaches for the

wavefront sensing and mirror figure control proposed by the three study teams. We will

summarize the proposed wavefront sensing techniques in detail in section 3. In section 4,

we will discuss the theory of operation of the proposed wavefront sensing techniques,

make a comparison of existing wavefront sensing techniques, propose some alternative

techniques which should be considered among the contenders, and identify the major

problem areas that need a careful investigation.



Table 1 Optical telescope assembly (OTA) specifications, and mirror figure control
mechanisms.

iii

Aperture Diameter

Primary F#

System F#
Field-of-view

(arcmin)

Spectral range (I.tm)

Wavefront error

Coarse initialization

control

Fine wavefront

control

Wavefront sensor

development cost

GSFC

8m

1.25

24

4x10

optimized for 1-
5

usable 0.5-20

M30 at 2gm

NIRCAM and

GRISM

Phase diversity

TRW

8m

1.25

15

10 circular

diameter

-0.5-12

M14at

LVDTs

Phase

diversity
?

Lockheed-

Martin

6m - 8m

1 - 1.35

?

?

Optimized for i-

5

usable 0.5-20

M30 at llam

Shack-Hartmann

Point diffraction

interferometer

$2M

2. Purpose of Report

During the initial phase of the NGST studies, study groups based their decisions on

qualitative understanding, more quantitative study is needed for better understanding. In

this report we hope to present a review of the baseline approaches to NGST wavefront

sensing with several references about the potential contenders. Furthermore, we hope to

identify the potential problem areas, and prepare a basis for more quantitative discussions

before a final choice for the algorithms and the architecture is being made. Intensity-

based wavefront sensing are referred to as "Phase Diversity Technique" in the briefing

notes. However, there are some fundamental differences between different approaches.

We dedicated section 4.1 to review the underlying theory of Phase Retrieval, Phase

Diversity, Prescription Retrieval, and Curvature Sensing techniques.
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3. Proposed Wavefront Sensors for NGST

3.1 Requirements

The primary mirror (PM) diameter for the NGST will be in the order of 8m. Some

alternatives are also considered by Lockheed-Martin team. For the 8m diameter case, the

PM needs to be segmented, light weight, deployable, and deformable. First of all, the

telescope assembly requires a coarse initialization of the mirror segments on-orbit.

Following that, fine adjustments of the mirror actuators are needed to make the imaging

system diffraction limited. After the initial adjustments, the changes in the temperature

and orientation of the telescope will cause the figure and alignment of the optics to

change. The optical impact of the temperature changes can be serious, with a net

wavefront error of nearly 1},tm. 2 A new initialization will need to be run to correct for the

wavefront aberrations. The optical system for NGST needs to be corrected on-orbit, this

is a new concept. At this point the program is at a preliminary stage and the requirements

for the wavefront sensor are very soft and ambiguous. The system goal is to achieve an

operational (on-orbit) diffraction limited (E/14) performance at _.=2tun wavelength. All

other requirements are contextual. Those will be driven by the control system and should

be quantified at later phases of the development. 6

The changes in the wavefront are much slower for a space telescope compared to a

ground-based telescope. Therefore, low duty-cycle wavefront measurements are sufficient

to maintain the telescope figure for NGST, and wavefront sensor signal can be integrated

for a reasonably long time to obtain high SNR. In addition, the accuracy of the measured



wavefrontsneednotbethathigh.High accuracycanalsobeachievedby usingthe

wavefrontsensorin closedloop.Therequirementis to employcontrolalgorithmsthat

convergeto high accuracyin asmallnumberof cycles.7

Whether an active figure control is needed is not clear at this point. All three study teams

have different opinions on the frequency of figure maintenance control. If the structural

stability is not adequate during a long exposure observation (e.g. 20 minutes), an active

figure maintenance control, which reduces light collection efficiency, would be necessary

to keep the telescope diffraction limited. This will all depend on the effect of the

environmental changes on the optics and the other system components (e.g. sunshield).

However, it is important to estimate the frequency of operations at the early stages of the

wavefront sensor development.

The baseline NGST wavefront controller has two modes of operation: Coarse

Initialization Control (CIC), and Fine Initialization Control (FIC). Initial alignment and

phasing of the telescope is performed during CIC. Primary mirror segments and other

optics in the telescope assembly are set to minimize wavefront error and maximize Strehl

ratio for the ensuing observations during FIC. Initialization occurs while the telescope is

observing a bright broad-band calibration star. Although light leaving a star is incoherent,

it appears to have originated from a point as it reaches the telescope, and so it becomes

spatially coherent. Some of the wavefront sensing techniques that will be described

operate with monochromatic light only. For those, the light from the star need to be



passedthroughanarrow-bandfilter to make it spectrally coherent. This may become an

issue if the calibration star is faint.

3.2 GSFC led study team

The diffraction limited performance is achieved at 21am wavelength for a partially filled,

deployable, 8-10m class telescope. A goal of M30 is achieved in the current error

assessment. The coarse initialization control is performed after deployment and it

employs a simple Co-Alignment/Co-Phasing algorithm. Images produced by individual

segments on the NIR camera focal plane are captured and then co-aligned two at a time.

Only two segments are in the field at a time. When two spots overlay, the absolute phase

difference between the two is determined by using a GRISM in the NIR camera filter

wheel. A GRISM is a transmission gating applied to a prism, and it disperses the light

proportionally to 1/_.. 8'9 Phase differences among the 2 segments cause the overlapping

images to produce interference fringes. The frequency of these dispersed fringes is

proportional to the absolute phase differences among the 2 segments. These phase

differences are removed by the segment actuators using an iterative procedure, and when

the phase differences are within M2, the GRISM is removed, and direct image

sharpening I° is used to peak up the coherent image. When 2 segments have been co-

phased, the actuator positions are recorded, one of the segments is moved out of the field,

and another one is brought in. The process repeats until all segments are co-phased. All

segments are then aligned and phased at the end using the pre-recorded actuator positions.

This procedure is capable of aligning pairs of segments well within a wave. Final

alignment accuracy relies on actuator accuracy and repeatability. This phasing approach is
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usedatthePalomarinterferometer.FortheNGSTcase, the coarse initialization controller

is expected to achieve alignments to the limits of the segment actuators (k/4 or so) within

minutes to hours, provided it can be run semi-autonomously. Fine initialization picks up

where the coarse initialization leaves off with all the segments in place. It is implemented

using Phase Diversity technique that requires massive computer processing as will be

described in section 4.1.2. The required processing is performed on the ground, and the

resulting segment and deformable mirror commands are uplinked to the telescope.

3.3 TRW led study team

The deployable mirror mechanism locks the 8 segment PM into place giving an alignment

accuracy of few tens of micrometers with hysterisis degradation of less than -20

nanometers. TRW's kinematic latches have been built and tested. However, in space the

initial deployment errors might be too large to allow capture via the wavefront sensing

system. Linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDTs), which operate as edge

alignment sensors, feed back relative positions of primary mirror segments. Once the

initial alignment is as good as can be accomplished using LVTD feedback, the wavefront

sensing system is utilized to do the remainder of the phasing and alignment. The

wavefront sensing, which is done on-board, uses a phase diversity algorithm (section

4.1.2). The sensing loop will work at about 1Hz. The wavefront correction is done using

the actuators behind the primary mirror segments, a five-degree-of-freedom secondary

mirror, a deformable mirror, and a fast steering mirror. Actuators on the primary mirror

segments correct alignment and low spatial frequency errors. A deformable mirror

7



thesystemwould showrayscrossingover each other). Typically, the extra-focal-distance

is a few millimeters and two images are recorded at equal distances in front and back of

the focal plane. The curvature sensing technique operates with broad-band light.

4.1.1 Phase Retrieval

When a monochromatic point object is imaged through an optical system, the observable

image is the point spread function 0aSF), p(x,y). PSF is the modulus squared of the

amplitude impulse response of the system, h(x,y):

p(x, y)= [h(x, y)l2 (1)

The Fourier transform of h(x,y),

H(u, v) = A(u, v)exp[iO(u, v)], (2)

is the coherent amplitude transfer function of the system. Its modulus A(u,v) is the pupil

function equal to 1 inside the pupil and 0 outside and its phase, _u,v), is proportional to

the aberrated wavefront across the aperture,

A particularly successful approach to estimating the phase function is the use of the

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm _ and related algorithms which employ iterative Fourier

transforms. The generalized Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm, referred to as the error-

reduction algorithm, 12 consists of four steps: (1) Fourier transform an estimate of the

object; (2) replace the modulus of the resulting computed Fourier transform with the

measured Fourier modulus to form an estimate of the Fourier transform; (3) inverse

Fourier transform the estimate of the Fourier transform; (4) replace the modulus of the

I0



resultingcomputed image with the measured object modulus to form a new estimate of

the object.

Gradient search methods are another popular approach to the phase retrieval problem and

those are discussed by Fienup. 12'13'14One such method is the steepest-descent (or

optimum-gradient) method. Fienup has shown that the error-reduction algorithm

converges faster than the steepest-descent method and the two methods produce identical

results. A gradient search method superior to the steepest descent method is the

conjugate-gradient method. 12,14

Fienup also discusses an hybrid input-output algorithm where the phase function is

estimated iteratively by determining the general direction of the change at the output as a

result of small change in the input. A hybrid input-output type of algorithm is expected to

converge faster than the error-reduction algorithms and avoid stagnation at local

minima. _2,14

Gonsalves :5'16'17proposed an alternative phase retrieval algorithm that uses a Zernike

polynomial expansion for O(u,v). A phase estimate with a finite number of polynomial

coefficients is formed and an estimated PSF is calculated. A set of control signals are sent

to the actuators that control the mirror figure, a new estimate is calculated using the

updated PSF, and the procedure is repeated until the mean square error reaches a stable

minimum.

11



At first mostphaseretrievalalgorithmsquickly convergebut thentendsto stagnate.

Furthermore, the solution may not always be unique. Fienup and Wackerman have

developed methods to avoid stagnation) s

4.1.2 Phase Diversity

The unknown phase function is estimated by comparing the illumination in the image

plane with the illumination in a second image plane where the wavefront has been

disturbed by a precisely known phase function. The added information in the second

image plane leads to a unique solution for the phase and improves the convergence. 15'19

Assume an incoherent object, o(x,y), is imaged by an optical system with the coherent

transfer function,

H 1(u, v) = A(u, v) exp[iO(u, v)] (3)

The output of the noisy detector is given by

/1 (x, y) = [o(x, y)* * Pl (x, y)] + n I (x, y) (4)

where * represents convolution, nffx, y) is the noise, and pl(x,y) is the PSF. An adaptive

optical system allows us to introduce an additional phase _(u,v) into the wavefront. Thus,

if we assume that _u,v) does not change between measurements, we generate another

coherent transfer function,

H2 (u, v) = A(u, v) exp[ig(u, v) + i_(u, v)] (5)

where _(u,v) is called the phase diversity. Subsequently, another image 12(x,y) is obtained.

These two observations can be used to make an estimate of the unknown object and the

phase functions. In practice the phase diversity is a quadratic function where the

15
subsequent images are taken at different values of defocus. Phase diversity could be
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severalthings.For instance,adeformablemirror canbeusedasaninstrumentto obtaina

partially correctedphasediversityimage.2°Thetechniqueof phaseretrievalhasbeen

generalizedto accommodate an arbitrary number of diversity measurements. 2_ Phase

diversity techniques operate with monochromatic light and the extra-focus distance is

very small, typically less than one wave.

telescope

Bea/n

spliier Focused
image¢

CCD

........ X/ ......... Known

_} _'-- defocus

CCD _ length
Aberrated wavefront Diversity

image

Figure 1: Phase diversity technique. Simultaneous recording of the focused and

defocused images.

Several different algorithms have been developed to obtain the phase function, O(u,v),

from the two intensity measurements. The gradient-search algorithms and iterative

Fourier transform algorithms that were introduced in section 4.1.1 are modified and

applied to phase retrieval using two intensity measurements. Ha9 Another method applies

a General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) 22 to the images in Fourier space. In this

algorithm an object-independent metric is created by using the Fourier spectra of the

images. The wavefront errors are then determined by comparing the metrics, as calculated

from the image data, to an ensemble of metrics calculated in advance. 23 The comparison

13



is madebytheGRNN.Similarly,BarrettandSandler24usedan artificial neural network

for the determination of the HST aberration. The neural network spends more time in

learning a general rule or mapping for a given set of physical parameters. If the

deformations in the optics become periodic or become correlated with the previous

deformations, the neural network algorithm based wavefront sensors may become a

useful tool for space based telescopes.

Roddiers modified the Misell algorithm 2s and obtained good results in estimating the

HST aberrations. 2627 In another algorithm based on the method of Gonsalves as

explained above, the wavefront is parameterized by Zernike polynomials, and the weight

of each term is chosen so as to minimize an error metric defined using two image

intensities 1s'23'28'29 Other methods that can be used are fuzzy logic, ordinary finite-

difference algorithms, and maximum-likelihood algorithms, s°

Some authors concluded that a combination of several algorithms should be used. For

instance, a phase retrieval algorithm can be applied to each image to determine the exact

despace and decenter value and pupil geometry. A multiple-image algorithm can then be

applied for optimum wavefront reconstruction. A combined approach profits from each

algorithm while the drawbacks are minimized. 14'_'27

The phase diversity algorithm which has been successfully exercised in the calculation of

the Hubble aberration for use in the COSTAR corrective optics 23'_'26'273j, was used to

determine on-orbit thermal effects for Michelson Doppler Imager on the ESA-NASA

14



Solar and Heliospheric Observatory spacecraft, and is currently in use at the Keck and

Mount Wilson telescopes)

4.1.3 Prescription Retrieval

A highly detailed mathematical model of the optical configuration is formed. The image

produced by the model are compared to the actual acquired images and an error function

is defined. The parameters of the model are varied in a closed-loop until the error is

small. Unlike phase retrieval, prescription retrieval uses a full ray trace and diffraction

model rather than a single-plane exit-pupil phase model. Even though it is not a mature

technology, promising results have been obtained in estimating the HST PM conical

constant and aberrations that exist on the other sections of the HST. 32

4.1.4 Curvature Sensing

The concept of using the irradiance distribution in out-of-focus star images to provide

wavefront curvature information was based on Beckers's observations of the intensity

rings in out-of-focus star images obtained by the use of the Multiple Mirror Telescope

(MMT) in 1979. Roddier elaborated the concept and placed it on a firm mathematical

base in the late eighties. 33' 34 Roddier has shown the relationship between the irradiance

transport equation 35'36 and the incoherent wavefront techniques. 37 For historical interest,

Beckers published a summary of MM observations and geometrical interpretations in

1994. 38
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As shownin Fig. 2, whenoneviewstheraycomingfrom apoint on thepupil P at a

distancex from theaxis it will intersecttheout-of-focusplaneQ at adistance_from the

axis.For perfectoptics,

z

_(x)= x 7 (6)

wherefis the telescope focal length and z is the distance from focus. If _x,y) is the

deviation from the surface profile of the pupil plane, or the wavefront distortion, this ray

will depart from the perfect optics case by an angle 5(x)=2 d0(x) / dx, and it will intersect

Q at

(x) = x Z + (f + Z)8(X) (7)
f

where the approximation is valid for only small angles. The intensity in the out-of-focus

image is proportional to

<8)

The analysis holds for the 2-D case and the intensity variations are proportional to the

local wavefront curvature, or the Laplacian (V2---._/o_x 2 + c_/igy 2) of the wavefront surface.

These variations are opposite on opposite sides of the telescope focus and decrease with

defocus length z. 3s Therefore, the local wavefront curvature information can be obtained

by taking the difference of the two out-of-focus images ll(x,y) and I2(x,y) recorded on

opposite sides of the focal plane as shown in Fig. 3.
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P Image planej Q

Pupil plane

Steflar light

Out-of-focus plane

Figure 2: Geometrical optics interpretation of the out-of-focus intensity distribution

of the light from an on-axis star.(after ref. 38)

Image plane

Ii(x,Y) I2(x,Y)

Before focus plane After focus plane

Figure 3: Cone of light near the focal plane in a geometric model of an optical

system. The distance of the before and after focus planes from the image plane is the

extra-focal distance. The choice of the extra.focal distance is critical to the proper

operation of the curvature sensor.

From I1 and I2, the sensor signal S(x,y) can be calculated

S(x, y) = I1 (x, y) - 12(-x,-y) (9)
11(x,y) +12(-x,-y)

The result is insensitive to irradiance fluctuations in the pupil plane (scintillation) since

they will produce a similar illumination change in both planes and the effect will cancel
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out in thedifference.Roddierhas shown that S is related to the wavefront error 0 by the

following formula

S(x'Y) - f (f -l) (-_ _ - PV20]1 (10)

where O0/On is the outward normal derivative of the wavefront at the pupil edge, 8c is the

Dirac delta function along the pupil edge, and P is a pupil function equal to 1 inside the

pupil and O outside. Equation 10 shows that the sensor signal derived from the defocused

images consists of two regions:

1. Laplacian region inside the pupil, where the sensor signal is equal to the Laplacian of

the wavefront;

2. boundary region along the pupil edge, where the sensor signal is equal to the normal

derivative of the wavefront.

One can measure the two terms separately and reconstruct the wavefront surface from the

sensor signal by solving a Poisson equation by using the wavefront derivative normal to

the edge as a Neumann-type boundary condition. One method is to use bimorph or

membrane deformable mirrors. 39 These mirrors can be used as analog devices which

automatically solve Poisson equation when proper voltages are applied. 4o.41The solution

is direct and there is no need for intervening computation or phase unwrapping. However,

this analog technique does not give the desired accuracy, therefore, it can only be used to

correct low-order aberration terms. There are Various methods to solve a Poisson equation

and obtain an accuracy desired from a fine wavefront sensor. Earlier attempts included

direct integration method, 42 iterative Fourier transform method, 43 and curve fitting

method where the wavefront is decomposed using Zernike polynomials. '_ However, the

18



bestperformanceis achievedusingclosed-loop control. 7'45'_'47 By varying the extrafocal

distance the sensitivity of the wavefront sensor can be changed, allowing determination of

wavefront errors ranging from a few nm up to 100's of waves. The curvature sensor

requires less computation than phase diversity. The required computation depends on the

required accuracy and the spatial resolution. In the University of Hawaii's adaptive optics

system, a simple matrix multiplication is used to compute the wavefront (O(n 2)

operations for an n point wavefront). This generates an approximate solution, which is

corrected by the active mirror. Any residuals are corrected on the next iteration of the

feedback loop. Convergence is better than 1.4 iterations on the average. More

sophisticated techniques can be used to reduce the number of computations for estimating

high resolution wavefronts. 7 If the illumination of the pupil is uniform, the wavefront can

also be reconstructed from a single extra-focal image. 7'48

The technique of taking optimum out-of-focus images requires a CCD camera that is

available in the telescope. No filter is needed since it works with broad-band light. An

exposure time around 30 seconds is a good choice. The optimum amount of defocus is

set by the required wavefront resolution 7

(11)

where R is the number of resolution elements across the wavefront and f# is the focal ratio

of the telescope beam. If R=30, Z.---lmm, and fir_24, z is -17 ram. More defocus gives

higher spatial resolution, but lower SNR. One disadvantage of the curvature sensing

approach is the error propagation in the wavefront reconstruction algorithm. Error

propagation can be avoided by combining curvature sensing and Hartmann methods by
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lookingat symmetrically defocused pupil images with a Hartmann pupil mask. 37'49's° This

has several advantages, first periodicity errors in the masks, which have opposite effects

on each defocused image, cancel out. Second, at each sample point the sensor will

provide an estimate of the wavefront x and y slopes and wavefront curvature. This

doubles the resolution of the method. Finally, the sensitivity can be easily changed by

varying the amount of defocus. Compared with the other wavefront measurement

techniques (e.g. Hanmann), the technique has the advantages of simplicity, high

throughput, and avoidance of calibration difficulties. 45

The curvature sensor development is an ongoing research effort at the University of

Hawaii. Different algorithms that are capable of correcting 15 or 22 Zemike polynomials

have been developed. 45 The U. Hawaii adaptive optics system has been tested on the

Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) (Mauna Kea, Hawaii), and at United

Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) (Mauna Kea, Hawaii).

4.2 Point Diffraction Interferometer (Lockheed)

The point diffraction interferometer is a simple self-referencing interferometer. It employs

a semi-transparent mask with a transparent central hole that provide a reference beam.

The aberrated wavefront interferes with the reference beam and produce white-light

fringes, z°'sl's2's3"5'* A more powerful wavefront sensing method using the principle of a

point diffraction interferometer as a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer that has been

built and tested at Steward observatory. 5s As shown in Figure 4, the light from the star is

sent to the two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer where the small aperture in one
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armactingasa spatial filter produces a spherical reference beam. The second arm has a

piezo-driven mirror which is repeatedly stepped through a full wave of path difference.

The two beams are combined with zero average path difference to produce white-light

interference fringes. CCDs that are located at the telescope pupil record two

complimentary outputs which have 1800 phase. The phase difference between the two

wavefronts is calculated from fringes recorded at each setting of the piezo-driven mirror.

If the wavefront slopes are not too large, phase ambiguities for large wavefront distortions

(several waves over the aperture) can be removed by employing phase unwrapping

algorithms. Phase unwrapping is a mature technology, and the performance is generally

good if the phase slopes are not too high (no aliasing). The sensor operates with broad-

band light for small wavefront errors (few fringes), however, a narrow-band filter needs

to be used if the number of fringes over the CCD length is high. 56

First the wavefront is corrected to a mean square error of lrad 2 or less by progressively

reducing the diameter of the spatial filter. Then, the spatial filter is set at the diameter of

the first dark Airy ring and the servo control loop is closed. This allows continuous

correction of the wavefront. When the wavefront is nearly flat, white light fringes will

have good contrast. The transmitted wavefront is an ideal phase reference for sensing the

critical high-order ripples that would distract starlight out as far as the planet's image. 55a6

Dynamic range of this wavefront sensor is lwaveJpixel, or 50waves total. The accuracy is

in the order of L/70 (10nm at Z.--0.71am). 4
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Figure 4 : Mach-Zehnder interferometer adopted for use as a point diffraction

stellar wavefront interferometer (after ref. 55).

4.3 Comparison of Proposed Wavefront Sensing Techniques

A comparison should be based on several factors:

1. performance (accuracy, repeatability, resolution, dynamic range, speed, source

brightness needed, etc.);

2. impact on system (components needed, weight, size, cost, hardware and software

complexity, power consumption, etc.);

3. robustness (reliability, replacibility of components).

Solid conclusions about these issues will have to be quantified by the study teams.

However, all these issues need to be addressed when one prepares to make a comparison.

We have to address some of these issues in Table 2.
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Furthermore,otherwavefrontsensing techniques such as Shack-Hartmann, shearing

intefferometer, and knife-edge sensor should also be listed among the potential

contenders. The Shack-Hartmann sensor is the most popular of the wavefront sensors in

adaptive optics. This type of sensor measures the local gradient (slope) of the wavefront

by splitting the wavefront into many sub-regions by a monolithic lenslet array. The light

from each sub-pupil is imaged to an isolated region of the detector array. Shifts in the

positions of the sub-images are proportional to the mean wavefront gradient over each

sub-pupil. The information provided by the gradient of the wavefront is then sent to a

wavefront reconstructor. The reconstructor is represented by matrix multiplication where

the matrix is typically derived from a least-squares solution to the gradient equation. The

least-squares wavefront reconstructor, however, is computationally expensive.

Orthonormal bases such as Zernike polynomials and wavelets have been proposed to

increase the computational efficiency of estimating the wavefront. 57 The shearing

interferometer works by comparing two copies of the wavefront shifted by a small

amount relative to each other. This type of sensor also measures the gradient (or slope) of

the wavefront. The interferometer can work with broad-band light if it is modified by the

presence of a grating to perform the shear. Finally, the knife edge test, which has been

used by opticians for centuries, can be used to obtain the local slope data by monitoring

the detector pixel intensities as a knife edge is scanned across the image point. Curve

fitting is used to obtain a Zernike polynomial description of the pupil aberrations. 1°'54'5s

Phase diversity algorithms, which are generally derived from phase retrieval algorithms,

played a major role in the Hubble space recovery program. Several groups have
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corrects the remaining high frequency errors. Actuators are spaced about 20 inches apart,

giving a total of about 200 actuators, or about 30 actuators per segment (petal).

3.4 Lockheed-Martin led study team

The initial wavefront error after deployment of the primary mirror is assumed to be less

than lmm. The coarse wavefront sensor is a Shack-Hartmann sensor that takes on 10% of

the light from the bright calibration star. It has 50 x 50 sub-apertures and there are 20 x

20 pixels for each sub-aperture. Therefore, a 1024 x 1024 CCD camera is needed. It is

suggested that the large matrix multiplication to obtain the phases using wavefront slopes

can be done on the ground. The instructions are sent to each actuator after each

measurement, and the coarse adjustments are expected to be completed in 5 to 10

iterations. The fine sensing ann of the wavefront sensor, which takes 90% of the light,

measures the phase at each actuator directly, and the position control is accomplished by

moving each actuator to null the local phase. It uses a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with

a reference beam in one arm (similar to a point diffraction interferometer) that has closed-

loop control. The operation of this interferometric wavefront sensor is explained in

section 4.2. Using a closed-loop controlled interferometric sensor, an accuracy of 10rim is

expected (M70 at 2,----0.7grn). The coarse control is anticipated to be needed only at the

first initialization of the telescope. The frequency of the fine wavefront control is

estimated to be less than two per day.



4. Underlying Theory for Proposed Wavefront Sensing

Techniques

4.1 Intensity Based Wavefront Sensing Techniques (GSFC,

TRW)

There are several approaches to obtain the complex-valued phase function (due to

wavefront distortions) from the modulus of the point-spread-function (PSF). We will

discuss four techniques: phase retrieval, phase diversity, prescription retrieval and

curvature sensing. These techniques require massive computer processing, and there are

different algorithms for obtaining the phase information in each. Phase retrieval

algorithms operate using a single-intensity measurement and operate with monochromatic

light. The unknown phase function is estimated using an iterative closed-loop control.

The phase diversity technique estimate the unknown phase function by comparing the

illumination in the image plane with the illumination in a second image plane where the

wavefront has been disturbed by a precisely known phase function. The two observations

make a joint estimate of the unknown phase aberration. In practice the easiest way to do

this is to look at an in-focus and a slightly out of focus image. Phase diversity techniques

operate with monochromatic light and the extra-focus distance is very small, typically less

than one wave. The prescription retrieval technique estimates the mathematical model

parameters of the optical configuration. The curvature sensing method that was

developed at the University of Hawaii is based upon the measurement of two defocused

images recorded outside the caustic region (the region where the geometric ray trace of
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successfully developed software packages that employ phase diversity techniques to

measure and digitally correct the severe aberrations of HST. All intensity-based

wavefront sensing techniques are simple to implement and there is no particular reason

why those techniques would not work in space. The Roddiers have developed the

curvature sensing technique into a sophisticated wavefront sensing scheme which has

been tested on several adaptive optical telescopes. Claude Roddier and Francoise Roddier

made the following remarks about the phase diversity, curvature sensing, and Shack-

Hartmann techniques; the phase diversity technique works in the diffraction regime and

requires taking monochromatic images of point sources either in focus or with a small

amount of defocus. Like any other interferometric technique, it is sensitive to vibrations

(the jitter of the space telescope is the main limitation) and to turbulence which limits its

application to ground-based telescopes at long wavelengths. Curvature sensing technique

works with broad-band long exposures taken in the visible band. Like the Hartmann test

it works in the geometrical regime and relies on long exposures for averaging out the

effects of jitter or atmospheric turbulence. Best results are obtained with a large amount

of defocus, well outside the so-called caustic zone. Compared to conventional the Shack-

Hartmann sensor, the accuracy appears to be similar. However, curvature sensing method

is easier to implement, does not require the use of a fiat reference wave-front, and

generally provides a higher spatial resolution on the reconstructed wavefront. 45 Among

the intensity-based wavefront techniques, curvature sensing technique with closed-loop

control seem to be more advantageous for NGST. Results can be further improved with

the use of a combined approach as described in section 4.1.4. A combined approach can

profit from each algorithm while the drawbacks are minimized.
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Table 2: Comparison of wavefront sensor techniques.

Phase Diversity

good

good

Curvature Sensing

good

good

Accuracy

Repeatability

Dynamic Range

Speed

Hardware

Software

Alignment

Spectral range

Slowest

simple

requires many
iterations to

converge; slow

not so critical

monochromatic

-10-20nm to 10mm

Requires solving non-

linear equations

simple

requires solving

nonlinear eq.; faster

than ph. div.; active

R&D

not so critical

broad-band

Point Diffraction

Interferometer

very good

?

10rim-?

Fast and direct

complex (can be

made compact)

simple and direct
measurement of

phase

critical

narrow-band for large

Development

Cost (how much

off-the-shelf?)

errors; broadband for

small phase errors
?

The Lockheed-Martin led study team's approach is fundamentally different than the other

two team's approaches. We do not see clear evidence to why a Shack-Hartmann sensor is

required for the coarse initialization control. It could also be done by using intensity-

based techniques, which practically comes for free. The interferometric WFS, which is

described in section 4.2, has the advantages of higher resolution than any other technique,

direct measurement of wavefront, as well as high speed and good accuracy. Furthermore,

there is a one-to-one correspondence of measured error and corrective actuator action. On

the other hand, alignment is critical in all intefferometers. This problem can be overcome

by building the WFS in a small, compact, and stable unit. s6 The system has been

successfully operated at Steward observatory, but it still needs to be tested in extreme

temperatures and, if possible, in the space environment. It is hard to beat the accuracy and
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the speed that can be obtained with interferometric techniques, however, those achievable

by intensity-based techniques with closed-loop control may be good enough for NGST. In

addition, those can provide a higher dynamic range than interferometers.

Determining the frequency of wavefront adjustments is very important for many reasons.

If active control is necessary, the optical configuration need to be modified, and the

wavefront sensor needs to operate at low light levels. Curvature sensing can be a good

alternative among the other intensity-based wavefront sensing techniques since it operates

with broad-band light. The feasibility of ground processing as opposed to on-orbit

processing also depend on the frequency of adjustments.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

We have presented the baseline approaches for NGST with more emphasis on the

intensity-based wavefront sensor techniques. We suggest that an interested reader should

start with references 14, 45, and 55 to learn more about the wavefront sensing techniques

presented in Section 4. Intensity based wavefront sensors come at little additional cost.

Even if the accuracy desired can not be met, curvature sensor with its wide dynamic

range, for instance, can be used to do the coarse initialization of the PM segments. A

Mach-Zehnder interferometer that is described in section 4.2 can be used to get the

desired accuracy. However, we feel that all proposed techniques will meet the speed,

accuracy, and dynamic range requirements for NGST. In this case, the decision should be

based on the other factors listed in section 4.3. As pointed out in previous sections, the
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frequencyof adjustmentsis an important factor that drives the requirements on the

wavefront sensor. This will have to be quantified at an early stage of development.

The Lockheed led study team proposed a space demonstration that would cost

approximately $10-15M. This approach might be a good way of ensuring that the

proposed wavefront scheme will work in NGST.
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